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We are Game Loungers -

Diverse, creative and hard-working people from all over the world who use our 
talents and skills to build our Game Lounge Careers that provide undeniable value 
to our users and partners.

The Game Lounge experience that unites us in all we do and these brand 
guidelines are that experience personified.  

Read on to discover what Game Lounge experience sounds and looks like.
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Vision
 
Become global leaders in empowering our users to 
connect with iGaming brands through reliable, 
innovative and ambitious products.

Mission
 
Build best-in-class iGaming products that offer unique, 
useful content to our users and provide sustainable 
value to our partners.

Our
Statements



Our
Values

Bold 

Our original thinkers take ownership of their tasks, seeking 
new and innovative ways to drive their products to new 
heights for our customers and partners. 

Community-focused

Our community is at the heart of everything we do, 
whether they’re our employees, sales partners, 
customers, key industry players or others.

Agile
 
Our focused team remains forward-thinking and 
adaptable in the dynamic iGaming industry by making 
data-driven decisions.



Who We’re Talking To
Our main audience are potential and current employees by showing what it's like to work at 
Game Lounge and why people should join us or choose to stick around. By showing real-life 
examples of our work and culture, we’ll indirectly attract partners too



Voice 

This is our personality.

We’re knowledgeable yet 
accessible, cool but down 
to earth, eager to work 
hard and celebrate our 
successes, ready to rise 
to challenges but 
self-aware enough to 
know when to slow down.

Tone 

This is our mood.

Celebrating a Game 
Lounge milestone, 
showcasing a new brand 
or talking about a 
legislation change each 
require a unique tone 
tailored to the topic that 
still doesn’t stray too far 
from our personality.

Writing Guidelines

How we speak matters. 

There’s a balance to 
strike between how our 
vision, mission and values 
are reflected in the 
language we use across 
any channel. You’ll find 
the details with examples 
in the Game Lounge 
writing guidelines.

Content Mission
 
To make Game Lounge human by showcasing the people behind the careers, the 
company’s success and our culture.



Tone of voice
Light and Fun

At Game Lounge we value wellbeing and encourage our employees to have fun together. We 
strike the perfect balance between fun and work. Our workday hardly feels like work. 

Do’s

• Write from the perspective of an employee 
working for Game Lounge - rooted in 
experience.

• Mention positive elements of the company 
such as growth opportunities and unique 
benefits

• Give examples of collaborative, 
team-oriented efforts

Don’t

• Don't overdo it and use language that 
wouldn't sound natural. 

• Don't sound cynical or pessimistic.
 



Inviting

Game Lounge is an inclusive, community-driven company who values diversity and respect. 

Do’s

• Write in an inviting manner using optimistic 
verbs and adjectives (Example: We foster a 
culture of growth where initiave can 
thrive.)

Don’t

• Don't write in a overly formal and 
coroprate-sounding manner. 

 



Bold

We are an agile company moving swiftly with the industry, and fearlessly taking on new 
challenges. 

Do’s

• Write assertively and authoritative
• Use empowering words that show 

intention

Don’t

• Do not sound brash or cocky.
• Do not sound too harsh or 

condescending. 
 



Trustworthy

Trust is apparent in Game Lounge culture, where employees are encouraged to be 
themselves and not being afraid to strive. 

Do’s

• Write with first person and second person 
narrative, using "you" and "we"

• Express feelings in your writing 
• Use the active voice to sound 

approachable and relatable.

Don’t

• Don't write in third person narrative. 
 



Take a closer look & you’ll make out the
finer details of our g.

• Bold; no matter its colour
• A subtle pairing of our g & l 
• Curved to represent our agility
• A monocle to reflect our attention to detail

Make sure to use the ‘g’ mark with the 
gamelounge word mark as a support. 

This is used when the wordmark doesn’t fit. 



Let’s be bold and take up (equal) space in every version of our logo.



230px

80px

Our primary logo is
230px wide, the ‘g’ mark is 
80px wide & the stacked 
logo is 117px wide

but when we scale it down 
below 100px, we use our 
logomark (this always needs 
to be supported by the 
‘game lounge’ word mark)

The stacked version of the 
logo, will only be used as a 
last resort.  

117px



gl_primary_logo_green gl_primary_logomark_green

gl_primary_logo_mono gl_primary_logomark_mono gl_primary_logo_stacked_mono

gl_primary_logo_stacked_purple

gl_primary_logo_stacked_green

gl_primary_logo_purple gl_primary_logomark_purple

Our logo is adaptable 
across our eye-catching 
colours in these ways.

P.S. You’ll find each 
logomark and logo name 
named in the same way 
in the Brand Kit.

Logos



Logos
Don’t do this to any 
of our logos.

Don’t apply any stroke.

Don’t rotate, skew or stretch our full logo or logomark.



These colour 
combinations don’t 
create enough of an 
impact so don’t use 
our primary logo or 
logomark this way.



Primary - Deep Purple
HEX: #3b1f73 Pantone: 3542u / 3542c

RGB: 59, 31, 115 CMYK: 94%, 100%, 21%, 10%

Primary - Vivid Green
HEX: #04fc9b Pantone: 2412u / 2412c
RGB: 4, 252, 155 CMYK: 58%, 0%, 63%, 0%

Variant - Inspiring Iris
HEX: 925dd3 Pantone: 265u / 265c
RGB: 146, 93, 211 CMYK: 55%, 71%, 0%, 0%

Variant - Pure Lavender
HEX: #807bd1 Pantone: 2725u / 2715c
RGB: 128, 123, 209 CMYK: 53%, 54%, 0%, 0%

Variant - Bold Magenta
HEX: #ff00e5 Pantone: 807u / 807c
RGB: 255, 0, 229 CMYK: 21%, 84%, 0%, 0%

Variant - Clear Teal
HEX: #00ffc9 Pantone: 3242u / 3242c
RGB: 0, 255, 201 CMYK: 55%, 0%, 39%, 0%

Our colours’ names 
are symbolic and 
they can be used in 
various shades as 
shown here.

Colours



Our colours complement 
each other in these 
ways to make a 
statement and remain 
easy on the eyes.

Colours



Preferred
Lufga
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Google

Poppins
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

System
Sans-Serif
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Typefaces
We’ve created three 
typefaces.



H1 + (Bold)
43px (3.071rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
H2 + (Bold)

34px (2.429rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
H3 + (Bold)

27px (1.929rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
H4 + (Bold)

22px (1.571rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
H5 + (Bold)

18px (1.286rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
H6 + (Bold)

14px (1rem)

Line Height: 89px

Taking Game Lounge to the next level
P - Regular

17px (1.214rem) - 11px (0.786rem)

Line Height: 89px

This is how our typeface 
adapts within our 
content.



Purple on Green 

White on Purple Purple  and Light Purple 
on Teal

White on Purple

Green, Teal, Magenta
& White on Purple

Purple & White
on Magenta

Our text and colour 
combinations ensure 
that what we’re saying 
remains easy to read.



Imagery
The Logo mark is 
always to be found on 
the top right corner of 
the image.

If contrast is an issue 
we have an alternative
logo mark.



Patterns
Our patterns let us 
explore our playful side. 
They’re bold, cool and 
can be recoloured in our 
complementary colours.
(Page 8)



Icons
Our thick icons allow 
us to be creative with 
our colours and 
maintain that Game 
Lounge look.



Our imagery makes you 
look twice.

Neon purple on a black 
background and people 
shot from the waist up is 
our default but we’re 
more playful on our 
website.

Imagery



Original Image

Black & White - Apply 
a Black & White filter 
without editing 
anything.

Filter - Apply a soft 
light blending mode on 
our brand purple 
#3b1f73 

Imagery
This is how we apply 
brand filters to generic 
imagery.
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Remember, Game Lounge is a living entity in a 
highly dynamic industry. We’re agile and 
adaptable, so as we evolve as a company, our 
brand guidelines will too.

Questions? creative@gamelounge.com
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